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Abstract

Quantum information, computation and communication, will have a great impact on our world. One important subfield will be quantum networking and the quantum Internet. The purpose of a quantum Internet is to enable applications that are fundamentally out of reach for the classical Internet. Quantum networks enable new capabilities to communication systems. This allows the parties to generate long distance quantum entanglement, which serves a number of tasks including the generation of multiparty shared secrets whose security relies only on the laws of physics, distributed quantum computing, improved sensing, quantum computing on encrypted data, and secure private-bid auctions. However, quantum signals are fragile, and, in general, cannot be copied or amplified. In order to enable widespread use and application development, it is essential to develop methods that allow quantum protocols to connect to the underlying hardware implementation transparently and to make fast and reactive decisions for generating entanglement in the network to mitigate limited qubit lifetimes. Architectures for large-scale quantum internetworking are in development, paralleling theoretical and experimental work on physical layers and low-level error management and connection technologies. This chapter aims to present the main concepts, challenges, and opportunities for research in quantum information, quantum computing and quantum networking.
2.1. Introduction and Overview

Quantum networks are a critical and highly anticipated component of an ecosystem with a broad spectrum of quantum technologies. This ecosystem will have extraordinary capabilities to effectively solve complex problems in computational sciences, communications, artificial intelligence, and data processing, and will provide a powerful capability for researchers in almost every scientific discipline [European Alliance 2020].

Connecting people or things such as computers, sensors, actuators, or databases that are in separate locations, for technical, economic, political, logistical or sometimes purely historical reasons is the main motivation for building networks, both quantum and classical. What differs is the type of data and operations involved. Quantum computers and quantum networks use quantum information rather than classical information. The analogue of the classical bit is the quantum bit, or qubit for short. Like a classical bit, a qubit has two states, but unlike a classical bit, a qubit may be in a weighted superposition of the two states, allowing certain functions to be evaluated for both input values at the same time [Nielsen 2010].

Quantum communication is a way to transmit signals (either quantum or classical) over distances using the principles of quantum mechanics. Such signals could be used for tasks ranging from cryptography to large-scale distributed quantum computation [Giles 2019]. Quantum communication takes advantage of the laws of quantum physics to protect data and can do this either through the transfer of a quantum state (entangled or not), the creation of an entangled state, or the use of a previously established entangled state. Stephen Wiesner, followed by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard were the pioneers of modern work on quantum communication [Wiesner 1983]. They explained how to transmit two classical bits of information, while only transmitting one quantum bit from sender to receiver, a result dubbed superdense coding. Bennett and Brassard’s proposal [Bennett and Brassard 1984] utilized the new low-level quantum capability of eavesdropping detection to create shared, secret random numbers for keying of classical cryptographic systems. However, quantum key distribution (QKD) in its basic form is limited in distance to a few hundred kilometers in optical fiber or perhaps more through free space using satellites, and is a single-application system.

One important mechanism for transmitting quantum information from one party to another across a geographic distance is teleportation, proposed first by Bennett et al. [Bennett et al. 1993]. Teleportation is the process of using a preshared entangled state between two parties, along with classical communication, to transport a single qubit from one party to another. This process enables a large range of distributed quantum applications. Since teleportation is executed with the help of classical communication, which proceeds no faster than the speed of light, and thus cannot be used for faster-than-light transport or communication of classical information.

Quantum communication consists of either the exchange of quantum information or the sharing of entangled quantum state between two or more parties. This allows the parties to generate long distance quantum entanglement, which serves a number of tasks including the generation of multiparty shared secrets, distributed quantum computing, improved sensing, blind quantum computing, and secure private-bid auctions. However, quantum signals are very fragile, and cannot be copied or amplified. Solu-
tions to these problems are both similar to and different from those for classical networks [Van Meter 2014]. According to Van Meter, all important behaviors of quantum networks arise from dealing with noise and loss using purification and quantum error correction.

One of the major challenges of quantum communication systems lies in the transmission of quantum information with high rates over long distances in the presence of unavoidable losses [Dür 2007]. A solution to this is the introduction of quantum repeaters [Abruzzo et al. 2013], which are an interesting area of research in both experiment and theory. Quantum repeaters enable one to create entangled state between the end points of the network by first dividing the network into segments, creating entanglement across the segments, and then, connecting those entanglements to create the required long range entanglement. In other words, instead of distributing entanglement across a long link, entanglement is generated through smaller links. A combination of entanglement swapping [Zukowski 1993] and entanglement purification [Deutsch 1996] performed at each quantum repeater enables the extension of entanglement across the entire path.

In general, the exchange of data over long distances, in topologically complex networks built on heterogeneous technologies and managed by many independent organizations, requires taking care of noise and loss. In order to enable widespread use and application development, it is essential to develop methods that allow quantum protocols to connect to the underlying hardware implementation transparently and to make fast and reactive decisions for generating entanglement in the network to mitigate limited qubit lifetimes. This can be achieved by a series of layered protocols to provide an abstraction that ultimately allows application protocols to exchange data between two end nodes without having to know any details on how this connection is actually realized. However, only preliminary functional allocation of a quantum network stack has been proposed, and just first versions of physical and link layer protocols have been developed [Dahlberg et al. 2019] [Van Meter 2014].

Quantum Internet has been proposed as the key strategy to significantly scale up the number of qubits for long distance communication of quantum and classical information. However, quantum computing and networking technologies are still at an early stage of research and development (R&D). Architectures for large-scale quantum networking and internetworking are under development, paralleling theoretical and experimental work on physical layers and low-level error management and connection technologies. Exploring how to build it will create opportunities at different levels (service, components, and modules) [S. Wehner and Hanson 2018].

QKD is the best-known application of a quantum Internet. However, there are many other applications that bring advantages that are unattainable with a classical network, such as secure access to remote quantum computers [Kimble 2008], more accurate clock synchronization [Kómár et al. 2014], and scientific applications such as combining light from distant telescopes to improve observations [Gottesman et al. 2012]. Other useful applications will likely be discovered in the next decade, as the development of a quantum Internet progresses.

This chapter aims to present the main concepts, challenges, and opportunities for research in quantum information, quantum computing and quantum networking. Besides this introductory section, this chapter is organized in four more sections. Section 2 pro-
vides a basic understanding of quantum phenomena, such as qubits, superposition, and entanglement. It describes how quantum data is represented and manipulated. Measurement, interference, decoherence, no-signaling and no-cloning theorems and other important concepts are also explained and exemplified. State-vector and Bloch sphere representations and their corresponding manipulations are discussed. The section concludes by presenting Bell-pairs and GHZ states.

Section 3 gives a brief introduction to key quantum communication and quantum networking characteristics. We explain the concepts of teleportation, swapping, how quantum communication channels are implemented, and the new capabilities of quantum networks to communication systems. Differences between quantum and classical networks are also highlighted. How quantum networks deal with noise and loss using purification and quantum error correction will be also discussed. Then, we present QKD, the most important commercial application of quantum communication technology. We conclude the section presenting the groundwork to adapt Internet design principles to the development of quantum networks.

Section 4 presents the current status of the quantum Internet, highlighting the main initiatives, along with challenges, and research opportunities in this emerging area. The focus is on laying the groundwork to adapt Internet design principles towards the development of quantum networks. We discuss the key research challenges and open problems related to the design of a quantum network, which harness quantum phenomena with no counterpart in the classical reality, such as entanglement and superposition, to share quantum states among remote quantum devices.

Section 5 presents the general conclusions of the chapter, as well as a summary of the main contributions of the text. The key strategies of the main countries around the world to advance on the development of foundations for the quantum Internet and significantly scale up the number of qubits for long-distance communication are also presented and discussed.

2.2. Quantum Information and Quantum Computing

Until recently, every computer on the planet has operated under rules that Charles Babbage understood and that Alan Turing codified in the 1930s [Turing 1936]. Through the course of the computer revolution, all that has changed at the lowest level are the numbers: speed, amount of RAM and hard disk, number of parallel processors.

Since Turing, quantum computing is the first paradigm that is expected to change the fundamental scaling behavior of algorithms, making certain tasks feasible that had previously been exponentially hard. Of these, the most famous examples are simulating quantum physics and chemistry, and breaking much of the encryption that currently secures the Internet.

In order to understand quantum network operation and importance, we first must learn about the general principles upon which quantum computers are founded. In essence, a quantum computer is a device that takes advantage of quantum mechanical effects to perform certain computations asymptotically faster than a purely classical machine can [Van Meter 2014].
2.2.1. Linear algebra and quantum mechanics

First, let us review some basic concepts from linear algebra and describe the standard notation commonly used in quantum computing. Due to page limits and all the content that we will deal with in this chapter, we will not give strict definitions, limiting ourselves to some of the practical questions that the reader needs to know to understand the new concepts that will be presented. A rigorous definition of the linear algebra and quantum mechanics is found in Nielsen’s book [Nielsen 2010].

The basic objects of linear algebra are vector spaces. The vector space of most interest to us is \( \mathbb{C}^n \), the space of all n-tuples of complex numbers, \((z_1, \ldots, z_n)\). The elements of a vector space are called vectors.

Quantum mechanics is our main motivation for studying linear algebra. Paul Dirac and Erwin Schrödinger played important roles in quantum mechanics. Among other contributions, Dirac introduced the bra-ket notation. A column vector in Dirac’s ket notation is represented by the ket \( |\psi\rangle \). It is defined as:

\[
|\psi\rangle = \begin{pmatrix} a_0 \\ a_1 \\ \vdots \\ a_{N-1} \end{pmatrix}
\]

(1)

where \( a_i \in \mathbb{C}, \ i = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1 \). The bra \( \langle \psi | \) is the adjoint (conjugate transpose) of \( |\psi\rangle \) given as:

\[
\langle \psi | = (a_0^*, a_1^*, \ldots, a_{N-1}^*)
\]

(2)

where \( a^* \) is the complex conjugate of \( a \). That is, if \( a = x + iy \), then \( a^* = x - iy \). All vector spaces are assumed to be finite dimensional, unless otherwise noted.

A linear operator between vector spaces \( V \) and \( W \) is defined to be any function \( A : V \rightarrow W \) which is linear in its inputs:

\[
A \left( \sum_i a_i |v_i\rangle \right) = \sum_i a_i A(|v_i\rangle)
\]

(3)

When we say that a linear operator \( A \) is defined on a vector space, \( V \), we mean that \( A \) is a linear operator from \( V \) to \( V \). An important linear operator on any vector space \( V \) is the identity operator, \( I_V \), defined by the equation \( I_V |v\rangle \equiv |v\rangle \) for all vectors \( |v\rangle \). Another important linear operator is the zero operator, which we denote \( 0 \). The zero operator maps all vectors to the zero vector, \( 0 |v\rangle \equiv 0 \).

An inner product is a function that takes as input two vectors \( |v\rangle \) and \( |w\rangle \) from a vector space and produces a complex number as output. It can be written as \( (|v\rangle, |w\rangle) \), or as \( \langle v|w \rangle \). The first notation is commonly used in linear algebra, while the second is the standard quantum mechanical notation. So, we can write the inner product of \( |\psi_A\rangle \) and \( |\psi_B\rangle \) as:

\[
(|\psi_A\rangle, |\psi_B\rangle) = \langle \psi_A | \psi_B \rangle = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} a_i^* b_i
\]

(4)
It is important to note that, in the finite dimensional complex vector spaces that come up in quantum computation and quantum information, a Hilbert space \(^1\) is exactly the same thing as an inner product space, that is a vector space \(V\) with an inner product on \(V\) [Axler 1997].

An eigenvector of a linear operator \(A\) on a vector space is a non-zero vector \(|v\rangle\) such that \(A|v\rangle = \lambda |v\rangle\), where \(\lambda\) is a complex number known as the eigenvalue of \(A\) corresponding to \(|v\rangle\).

Suppose \(A\) is any linear operator on a Hilbert space, \(V\). It turns out that there exists a unique linear operator \(A^\dagger\) on \(V\) such that for all vectors \(|v\rangle, |w\rangle \in V\),

\[
(|v\rangle, A |w\rangle) = (A^\dagger |v\rangle, |w\rangle)
\]

(5)

This linear operator is known as the adjoint or Hermitian conjugate of the operator \(A\). From Equation (5), we can obtain that \((AB)^\dagger = B^\dagger A^\dagger\). By convention, if \(|v\rangle\) is a vector, then we define \(|v\rangle^\dagger \equiv \langle v|\). With this definition we also see that \((A|v\rangle)^\dagger \equiv \langle v|A^\dagger\). An operator \(A\) whose adjoint is \(A\) is known as a Hermitian or self-adjoint operator.

A special subclass of Hermitian operators is extremely important, the positive operators. A positive operator on a complex Hilbert space is necessarily a symmetric operator and has a self-adjoint extension that is also a positive operator. A positive operator \(A\) is one for which the inner product between \(\langle \psi | A | \psi \rangle\) is greater or equal to 0 (i.e. \(\langle \psi | A | \psi \rangle \geq 0\) for all \(|\psi\rangle\)). A positive definite operator \(A\) is one for which \(\langle \psi | A | \psi \rangle > 0\) for all \(|\psi\rangle \neq 0\).

The notation \(U\) will generically be used to denote a unitary operator or matrix. A matrix \(U\) is said to be unitary if \(U^\dagger U = I\). Similarly an operator \(U\) is unitary if \(U^\dagger U = I\). So, an operator is unitary if and only if each of its matrix representations is unitary. A unitary operator also satisfies \(UU^\dagger = I\).

The trace of a matrix is an important matrix function, very useful in quantum mechanics. The trace of \(A\) is the sum of its diagonal elements,

\[
tr(A) \equiv \sum_i A_{ii}
\]

(6)

The trace is cyclic, \(tr(AB) = tr(BA)\), and linear, \(tr(A + B) = tr(A) + tr(B)\), \(tr(zA) = ztr(A)\), where \(A\) and \(B\) are arbitrary matrices, and \(z\) is a complex number. The trace of an operator \(A\) is the trace of any matrix representation of \(A\) [Nielsen 2010].

An alternate formulation to describe quantum mechanics is to use a tool known as the density operator or density matrix. This alternate formulation is mathematically equivalent to the state vector approach, but it provides a more convenient language for thinking about some commonly encountered scenarios in quantum mechanics. The density operator is used to describe quantum systems whose state is not completely known.

Suppose a quantum system is in one of a number of states \(|\psi_i\rangle\), where \(i\) is an index, with \(^1\)A Hilbert space is an abstract vector space possessing the structure of an inner product that allows length and angle to be measured.
respective probabilities $p_i$.  \{p_i, |\psi_i\rangle\} is usually called an ensemble of pure states. The density operator for the system is formally defined as the outer product of the $|\psi_i\rangle$ and its conjugate $\langle \psi_i |$.

$$\rho \equiv \sum_i p_i |\psi_i\rangle \langle \psi_i |. \quad (7)$$

The density operator is often known as the density matrix. An operator $\rho$ is the density operator associated with some ensemble \{\(p_i, |\psi_i\rangle\}\} if and only if it satisfies the conditions:

1. Trace condition: $\rho$ has trace equal to one.

2. Positivity condition: $\rho$ is a positive operator.

The proof of this theorem and a detailed discussion about density operator is provided by Nielsen et al. [Nielsen 2010].

The notation we review in this section is summarized in Table 2.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z^*$</td>
<td>Complex conjugate of the complex number $z$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\psi\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \psi</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \varphi</td>
<td>\psi \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^\dagger$</td>
<td>Hermitian transpose or adjoint of the A matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \varphi</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tr(A)$</td>
<td>Trace of a matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density operator or density matrix.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2.2. Quantum bits: qubits

The fundamental concept of classical computation and classical information is the bit. Quantum computation and quantum information are built on an analogous concept, the quantum bit, or qubit. While a classical bit is a data element with two values, 0 and 1, a qubit is represented using either as a true two-level system, such as the polarization of a photon or the spin of an electron, or a pseudo-two-level system, such as two energy levels of an atom that can be treated as a two-level system [Nielsen 2010].

The difference between a classical bit and a qubit is that a qubit can be in a superposition of the two states. The state of a qubit can be written as:

$$|\psi\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle \quad (8)$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta \in \mathbb{C}$. Put another way, the state of a qubit is a vector in a two-dimensional complex vector space. The special states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ are known as computational basis states, and form an orthonormal basis for this vector space.
A classical bit may be examined many times to determine whether it is in the state 0 or 1. However, a qubit generally cannot be examined to determine its full quantum state, that is, the values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Instead, quantum mechanics tells us that we can only acquire much more restricted information about the quantum state through a measurement operation. When we measure a qubit we get either the result 0, with probability $|\alpha|^2$, or the result 1, with probability $|\beta|^2$. Naturally, $|\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1$, since the probabilities must sum to one. Geometrically, we can interpret this as the condition that the qubit’s state be normalized to length 1. Thus, in general a qubit’s state is a unit vector in a two-dimensional complex vector space.

As $|\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1$, $|\psi\rangle$ can also be expressed as:

$$|\psi\rangle = \cos \frac{\theta}{2} |0\rangle + e^{i\phi} \sin \frac{\theta}{2} |1\rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

This equation facilitates the representation of a qubit’s state in a three-dimensional sphere, called Bloch sphere, as shown in Figure 2.1. The numbers $\theta$ and $\phi$ define a point on the unit three-dimensional sphere. The south-north axis is the Z-axis, the positive X-axis is toward the reader (out of the page or screen) and the Y-axis is right-left.

The Bloch sphere provides a useful means of visualizing the state of a single qubit, and often serves as an excellent testbed for ideas about quantum computation and quantum information. If the vector points at the north pole, our qubit is in the $|0\rangle$ state, and if it points at the south pole, the qubit is in the $|1\rangle$ state. When the unit vector points toward you, that is the $(|0\rangle + |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$ state; when it points away from you, that is the $(|0\rangle - |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$ state. These two states are called the $|+\rangle$ and $|-\rangle$ (read "ket plus" and "ket minus") states. The positive Y-axis is $(|0\rangle + i|1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$ and the negative Y-axis is $(|0\rangle - i|1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$. The phase is the position of the vector about the Z-axis.
2.2.3. Multiple qubits

While the state vector is two-dimensional for a single qubit, the state vector is $N = 2^n$ dimensional for a n-qubit register. Suppose we have a two qubit system, it will have four computational basis states denoted $|00\rangle$, $|01\rangle$, $|10\rangle$, $|11\rangle$. A related set of two or more qubits is commonly referred to as a quantum register [Hagouel and Karafyllidis 2012].

A pair of qubits can also be in superpositions of these four states. In this way, the state vector describing the two qubits is

$$\left| \psi \right\rangle = \alpha_{00}|00\rangle + \alpha_{01}|01\rangle + \alpha_{10}|10\rangle + \alpha_{11}|11\rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where each computational basis state is associated with a complex coefficient, called an amplitude.

An important two qubit state is the Bell state or EPR pair

$$\left( |00\rangle + |11\rangle \right)/\sqrt{2}.$$

It is the key ingredient in quantum teleportation, which forms the foundation of much of quantum networking, as we will see in Section 2.3.

Bell pairs have the property that the qubits are correlated or entangled. Quantum entanglement is a quantum mechanical phenomenon in which the quantum states of two or more objects have to be described with reference to each other, even though the individual objects may be spatially separated. These correlations have been the subject of intense interest ever since a famous paper by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen [Einstein et al. 1935]. In the 1960s, John Bell extending and clarifying the work of Einstein et al. and proved that the measurement correlations in the Bell state are stronger than could ever exist between classical systems [Bell and Aspect 2004].

If we generalize and consider a system of n qubits, the computational basis states of this system are of the form $|x_1 x_2 x_3 \ldots x_n\rangle$, and a quantum state of such a system is specified by $2^n$ amplitudes. We use the tensor product to compose the state of two or more qubits into one vector, or operations on multiple qubits into a single operator [Bourbaki 1989].

2.2.4. Quantum gates and quantum circuits

Quantum computation proceeds by taking a set of qubits, modifying their states such that a "computation" of some interest is performed and reading out the result so that we learn what happened. Analogous to the way a classical computer is built from an electrical circuit containing wires and logic gates, a quantum computer is built from a quantum circuit containing wires and elementary quantum gates to carry around and manipulate the quantum information [Nielsen 2010].

In the circuit model, quantum computations are decomposed into separate gates and can be organized more or less along the lines of classical circuits. In order for our computational capabilities to be "universal", we must be able to reach any point on the Bloch sphere for a single qubit.
Consider, for example, classical single bit \textit{NOT} gate ($X$), whose operation is defined by its truth table, in which $0 \rightarrow 1$ and $1 \rightarrow 0$, that is, the 0 and 1 states are interchanged. In the quantum world, a single-qubit operation can be any rotation on the Bloch sphere. Rotations about the axes of the Bloch sphere can be described in terms of the Pauli matrices, which are a set of three $2 \times 2$ complex matrices which are Hermitian and unitary, that arise in Pauli’s treatment of spin in quantum mechanics [Nielsen 2010]. However, specifying the action of the gate on the states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ does not tell us what happens to superpositions of the states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$, without further knowledge about the properties of quantum gates. In fact, the quantum \textit{NOT} gate acts linearly, that is, if $|\psi\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle$, then $X |\psi\rangle = \alpha |1\rangle + \beta |0\rangle$.

Unlike the classical case where there is only one nontrivial gate (\textit{NOT} gate), there are many non-trivial single-qubit gates. Two important ones are the $Z$ gate and the Hadamard gate ($H$). The first one leaves $|0\rangle$ unchanged, and flips the sign of $|1\rangle$ to give $-|1\rangle$.

\[
Z \equiv \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \tag{12}
\]

The second one, the Hadamard gate has representation:

\[
H \equiv \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \tag{13}
\]

when applied to $|0\rangle$, it returns $H |0\rangle = (|0\rangle + |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$, while when applied to $|1\rangle$, it returns $H |1\rangle = (|0\rangle - |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$.

The Hadamard gate is one of the most useful quantum gates and is worth visualizing its operation on the Bloch sphere as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Geometrically, we visualize the Hadamard operation as a $90^\circ$ rotation about the Y-axis, followed by a $180^\circ$ rotation about the X-axis [Nielsen 2010]. Figure 2.3 summarizes single qubit gates presented.

\textbf{Figure 2.2. Hadamard gate on the Bloch sphere, acting on the input state $(|0\rangle + |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$}

As computations involve more than one qubit, let us generalize from one to multiple qubits. First, consider the controlled-\textit{NOT} gate, or CNOT. This gate has two input qubits, known as the control qubit and the target qubit, respectively. If the control qubit is one, a \textit{NOT} operation is performed on the target qubit; if the control qubit is zero, the
Figure 2.3. More important single qubit gates

\[ \begin{align*}
\alpha|0\rangle + \beta|1\rangle & \quad \text{X} \quad \beta|0\rangle + \alpha|1\rangle \\
\alpha|0\rangle + \beta|1\rangle & \quad \text{Z} \quad \alpha|0\rangle - \beta|1\rangle \\
\alpha|0\rangle + \beta|1\rangle & \quad \text{H} \quad \frac{\alpha(|0\rangle + |1\rangle)}{\sqrt{2}} + \frac{\beta(|0\rangle - |1\rangle)}{\sqrt{2}} 
\end{align*} \]

The circuit representation for the CNOT is shown in the Figure 2.4. The top line represents the control qubit, while the bottom line represents the target qubit.

The circuit representation for the CNOT is shown in the Figure 2.4. The top line represents the control qubit, while the bottom line represents the target qubit.

A quantum computation, in the abstract, is a unitary transformation on an initial quantum state, creating desired states, which we can then measure. A complete unitary transform on \( n \) qubits, of course, is a \( 2^n \times 2^n \) matrix; therefore, direct construction of the unitary to implement a complex function of more than a few qubits is difficult. A quantum circuit effects the overall transform via a series of smaller gates (generally, one to three-qubit gates) applied in a prescribed order on the appropriate qubits.

Researchers have found several methods for decomposing a specific unitary transform into a series of small gates or operations that we know how to implement. Figure 2.5 shows a simple example of a four qubit quantum circuit. This circuit consists of two Hadamard gates and three CNOT gates. Gates on different qubits can be executed at the same time, as shown by the vertical alignment.
2.2.5. Measurement

In quantum physics, measurement is the testing or manipulation of a physical system in order to yield a numerical result. The predictions that quantum physics makes are in general probabilistic [Holevo 2001].

As presented in Section 2.2.2, a qubit described by the Equation (8) can exist in a continuum of states between $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$. When a qubit is measured, it only ever gives '0' or '1' as the measurement result - probabilistically. The measurement changes the state of a qubit, collapsing it from its superposition of $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ to the specific state consistent with the measurement result. For example, consider that a qubit is in the state

$$\left( |0\rangle + |1\rangle \right)/\sqrt{2}. \quad (14)$$

If measurement gives 0, then the post-measurement state of the qubit will be $|0\rangle$.

In an analogous way it is possible in principle to measure a quantum system of many qubits with respect to an arbitrary orthonormal basis. For two or more qubits, we can measure either the entire system or only part. Measuring a single qubit can alter the state of the system. For example, consider the state vector of the Equation (10), describing the two qubit in superpositions. The measurement result $x (= 00, 01, 10$ or $11)$ occurs with probability $|\alpha_x|^2$, with the state of the qubits after the measurement being $|x\rangle$, in a similar way to the case for a single qubit.

As we mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the Bell state has the important property that the measurement outcomes are entangled. Upon measuring the first qubit, one obtains two possible results: 0 with probability 1/2, leaving the post-measurement state = $|00\rangle$, and 1 with probability 1/2, leaving the post-measurement state = $|11\rangle$. As a result, a measurement of the second qubit always gives the same result as the measurement of the first qubit. In others words, measuring one qubit has determined the state of the other.

In the literature, the measurement operation is represented by a 'meter' symbol, as shown in Figure 2.6. The input is a qubit in a state $|\psi\rangle$ and the output is a classical bit, distinguished from a qubit by drawing it as a double-line wire. For readers interested in this fascinating topic, one good place to start studying is Preskill’s lecture notes [J. 1998].
Interference, decoherence and fidelity

In physics, interference is the combination of two or more waveforms to form a resultant wave, in which the displacement is either reinforced or canceled [Steel 1986]. Quantum interference can happen between particles that arrive at the same position or quantum state but by different paths. Quantum interference, a byproduct of superposition, is what allows us to bias the measurement of a qubit toward a desired state or set of states.

Decoherence is the gradual decay of the state of a system. It happens because quantum states are very fragile: excited atoms decay and spins of electrons and atomic nuclei spontaneously flip. Any quantum system is affected through interactions with its environment, leaking information about its state out into the environment where it cannot be recovered.

When decoherence occurs, measurement of the system may not produce the desired results, causing the failure of our quantum algorithm. The two key measures of decoherence are the T1 and T2 times. T1 is the energy relaxation time, and T2 is the phase relaxation time. Both processes are memoryless, with probabilistic behavior. The amount of time we can count on the state of a qubit remaining in a usable state is a function of the minimum of T1 and T2. Researchers determine these values experimentally, and an important area of device research is extending these times by careful engineering of the environment and control system.

Fidelity is used to track the quality of the state. Fidelity ranges from 0 to 1.0, with the latter being perfect. It is, essentially, the probability that our qubit or set of qubits is actually in the state we believe it ought to be in. In other words, fidelity of a state corresponds to how imperfect it is in relation to a desired state [Jozsa 1994, Liang et al. 2019]. It is not a metric, but has some useful properties and it can be used to define a metric on this space of density matrices. We will define the fidelity as

\[ F = \langle \psi | \rho | \psi \rangle \]  

where \( 0 \leq F \leq 1 \) is the fidelity \(^2\), \( |\psi\rangle \) is the state we think we have created and \( \rho \) is the density matrix of the actual state.

The fidelity can also be thought of the overlap of our actual state with the desired

\[^2\text{In literature, the fidelity is often defined as } F = \sqrt{\langle \psi | \rho | \psi \rangle} \text{, but in keeping with Jozsa’s definition [Jozsa 1994], adopted also in Van Meter’s book [Van Meter 2014], we dispense with the square root.} \]
state. The fidelity is 1.0 for a pure state and declines as noise in the system degrades the quality of the state. Consider, for example, we are initializing a two-qubit register to the \( \psi = |00\rangle \) state, but that the initialization process is imperfect. To learn how imperfect, we repeat the process a number of times and measure the state, to build up a statistical picture of our ability to create the desired state. From this process, we obtain the density matrix \( \rho_\psi \) and, then, we can calculate the fidelity \( F_\psi \) for our desired state. For an \( n \)-qubit state, the completely mixed state in which all qubits are random, we have \( F = 2^{-n} \).

### 2.2.7. Bell pairs and GHZ states

As we mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the best known two qubit entanglement involving two parts sharing two qubits is the Bell state. In the addition to the one listed in (11) there are three others forms of Bell pairs:

\[
\begin{align*}
|10\rangle - |11\rangle &/ \sqrt{2} \\
|01\rangle + |10\rangle &/ \sqrt{2} \\
|01\rangle - |10\rangle &/ \sqrt{2}
\end{align*}
\]

With Bell pairs (11) and (16), a measurement of one qubit will result in both qubits being zero or both qubits being one, with equal probability. For example, Alice may hold one qubit, while Bob holds another one, at an arbitrary distance apart without the behavior of the Bell pair changing. When Alice measures her qubit and finds a one, she will be sure that when Bob measures his qubit, it will be a one. Likewise, if she measures zero, Bob will measure zero. In (17) and (18), in contrast, if Alice measures a one, Bob will measure a zero and vice-versa. Moreover, this effect does not change if Bob measures his qubit first or if they both measure their qubits simultaneously.

There are other, larger multi-party entangled states that are useful for a variety of tasks, the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state [Bravyi et al. 2006]. It was first studied by Daniel Greenberger, Michael Horne and Anton Zeilinger in 1989. It involves at least three subsystems (particle states, or qubits) and allows to observe extremely non-classical properties of the state [Greenberger et al. 2007].

The GHZ state is an entangled quantum state of \( M > 2 \) subsystems. In simple words, it is a quantum superposition of all subsystems being in state 0 or all of them being in state 1, represented by:

\[
\frac{|000...\rangle + |111...\rangle}{\sqrt{2}}
\]

There is no standard measure of multi-partite entanglement because different, not mutually convertible, types of multi-partite entanglement exist. Nonetheless, many measures define the GHZ state to be maximally entangled state.

GHZ states are used in several protocols in quantum communication and cryptography, including any of several common forms of three-party or larger states, for example, in secret sharing or in the Quantum Byzantine Agreement [Van Meter 2014].
2.3. Quantum Communication and Quantum Networks

Quantum communication consists of either the exchange of quantum information or the sharing of entangled quantum state between two or more parties. It takes advantage of the laws of quantum physics to protect data and offers new functionality over classical communication. Its most interesting application is protecting information channels against eavesdropping by means of quantum cryptography.

To transport qubits from one node to another, we need communication Channels. Quantum communication channels are implemented by sending states of light down a physical channel. These states may be single photons or other quantum optical states with either large or small numbers of photons. For the purpose of quantum communication, standard telecom fibers can be used or free space. It may involve a single transmitter and receiver, or multiple receivers that can individually be enabled or disabled in a shared bus configuration. A link uses a quantum channel and associated classical channel to connect two or more nodes.

To make maximum use of communication infrastructure, we also require optical switches capable of delivering qubits to the intended quantum processor. These switches need to preserve quantum coherence, which make them more challenging to realize than standard optical switches. Current commercial switches have various problems that make them unsuitable for rerouting entangled photons. Those that are made of micro-electromechanical components keep entangled states intact but operate too slowly. Other optoelectronic switches either add too much noise so that single photons are difficult to detect, or they completely destroy the quantum information. The utilization of a quantum switch provides significant advantages for a number of problems, ranging from quantum computation and quantum information processing, through non-local games to quantum communication [Caleffi 2020].

Quantum networks enable the secure transmission and exchange of quantum communications between distinct, physically separated quantum processors, or endpoints. However, quantum signals are weak and very fragile and cannot be copied or amplified. Consequently, quantum operations are needed to exchange data over long distances to deal with noise and loss.

This section provides a brief introduction to quantum communication and networking. We present the concept of teleportation, swapping, and how quantum communication channels are implemented. Differences between quantum and classical networks are also highlighted. How quantum networks deal with noise and loss using purification and quantum error correction will be also discussed. Then, we present the most important commercial application of quantum communication technology, Quantum Key Distribution (QKD). We conclude the section presenting the groundwork to adapt Internet design principles to the development of quantum networks.

2.3.1. Quantum teleportation

As mentioned in Section 2.1, quantum teleportation is the process by which quantum information can be transmitted from one location to another, with the help of classical communication and previously shared quantum entanglement between two parties.
Teleportation is best described through the communication between Alice and Bob. Suppose Alice and Bob generated a Bell pair, each taking one qubit of the Bell pair. Alice must deliver a qubit $|\psi\rangle$ to Bob. She does not know the state of the qubit, and can only send classical information to Bob. Alice interacts the qubit $|\psi\rangle$ with her half of the EPR pair, and then measures the two qubits in her possession, obtaining one of four possible classical results, 00, 01, 10, and 11. She sends this information to Bob. Depending on Alice’s classical message, Bob performs one of four operations on his half of the EPR pair. By doing this he can recover the original state $|\psi\rangle$.

Teleportation consumes exactly one Bell pair. Two classical bits of measurement result must be communicated. Hence, the time to execute one operation corresponds to the time needed to transmit the classical information. Careful engineering may allow pipelining of this operation with others [Bennett et al. 1993].

Figure 2.7 shows the quantum circuit that implements the teleportation of a qubit. The state to be teleported is $|\psi\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle$, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are unknown amplitudes. The state input into the circuit is $|\psi_0\rangle = |\psi\rangle |\beta_{00}\rangle$. The bottom line represents Bob’s system, while the two top lines are Alice’s system. The single lines denote qubits, the meters represent measurement operations, and the double lines coming out of them carry represent classical bits.

There are two interesting features of teleportation. Quantum teleportation does not enable faster than light communication, because to complete the teleportation Alice must transmit her measurement result to Bob over a classical communication channel. Second, teleportation doesn’t violate the no-cloning theorem, creating a copy of the quantum state being teleported. This violation is only illusory since after the teleportation process only the target qubit is left in the state $|\psi\rangle$, and the original data qubit ends up in one of the computational basis states $|0\rangle$ or $|1\rangle$, depending upon the measurement result on the first qubit.

Teleportation depends on the ability to create entangled Bell pairs over some distance. Naturally, many of the experimental groups involved in teleportation have also pushed the boundaries of what is possible to create larger, longer-distance, higher-fidelity, or longer-lived entangled states. In 1998, Boschi et al. verified the initial boundaries of teleportation [Boschi et al. 1998]. The distance was increased in August 2004 to 600 me-
ters, using optical fiber [Ursin et al. 2004]. Subsequently, the record distance for quantum teleportation has been gradually increased to 16 kilometers (9.9 mi) [Jin et al. 2010], then to 97 km (60 mi), and after to 143 km (89 mi), set in open-air experiments in the Canary Islands, done between the two astronomical observatories of the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias [Ma et al. 2012]. Takesue et al. reached the distance of 102 km (63 mi) over optical fiber in 2015 using superconducting nanowire detectors [Takesue et al. 2015]. The group of Jian-Wei Pan [Ren et al. 2017] reported the distance of 1,400 km (870 mi) by using satellite for space-based quantum teleportation, point out need to distribute Bell pairs across distances motivated in part by teleportation.

2.3.2. Entanglement swapping

A simple and illustrative example of teleportation is the entanglement swapping, which will be seen to be very important for networking. The term "entanglement swapping" was introduced by Zukowski et al. [Zukowski 1993], originally in the context of photonic Bell pairs created via PDC and coupled using beamsplitters. However, the entanglement swapping can be used to distribute Bell pairs across long distance by teleporting the state of one member of a Bell pair over progressively longer distances until the pair stretches from end to end.

Suppose Alice has a particle which is entangled with a particle owned by Bob, and Bob teleports it to Carol, then afterward, Alice’s particle is entangled with Carol’s. Figure 2.8 illustrates the process. Bob holds one end of each of two Bell pairs, one coupled to a qubit with Alice, the other to a qubit with Carol, which we will call $|\psi^-(AB)\rangle$ and $|\psi^-(BC)\rangle$ respectively. Bob decides to lengthen the pair on the left using the pair on the right. The results of this operation must be communicated to Carol, allowing Carol to recreate the state of resulting in a new Bell pair.

In theory, Alice never needs to be told that the operation has occurred. Although Carol must apply corrective operations to complete the reconstruction, Alice is entirely passive, merely storing its half of the Bell pair in a buffer memory. However, Alice is very likely waiting on the completion of the swapping operation in order to perform some other action; at the very least, an application at node Alice is waiting to use the end-to-end Bell pair.

2.3.3. Purification and error correction

According to Van Meter, purification is the process of improving our knowledge about the state, by testing propositions about it [Van Meter 2014]. This improvement is reflected as an increase in the fidelity in the density matrix that represents our knowledge about the state. We can describe a purification protocol in terms of:

1. the number and type of input states;
2. the test procedure for certain propositions;
3. the scheduling algorithm used to select states for participation in purification.

In general, the required input states are two imperfect Bell pairs, with the goal being to produce one output Bell pair of higher fidelity.
To illustrate, we can consider the circuit for basic purification of Figure 2.9, used by Van Meter [Van Meter 2014]. Classical messages exchanged between Alice and Bob are indicated by the arrows.

When the Bell pairs, the gates, and measurements are all perfect, the two CNOT gates cancel, as illustrated in Equation (20) and we still have two unentangled $|\Phi^+\rangle$ pairs. Alice and Bob each have a 50% chance of finding 0 and 50% chance of finding 1 when the second pair is measured, and when they exchange their measurement results they will always find the same value.

$$|\Phi^+\rangle_1 |\Phi^+\rangle_2 = (|00\rangle + |11\rangle)(|00\rangle + |11\rangle)$$

(20)
When a Bell pair suffer a bit flip error, \( \rho = P |\Phi^+\rangle \langle \Phi^+| + (1 - P) |\Psi^+\rangle \langle \Psi^+| \), we would find that is indeed a \(|\Phi^+\rangle\) pair, with probability \( P \), if we could test pair 1 directly, and we would find that it is a \(|\Psi^+\rangle\) pair, with probability \( 1 - P \). In the case when both pairs are in fact in \(|\Phi^+\rangle\), the circuit operates as presented in Equation (20) and the probability it happens is \( P^2 \).

If either of the Bell pairs has a bit flip error, Alice and Bob will find different values when they measure their qubits and we have to discard pair 1, even though it might be good because we cannot tell if the error was in pair 1 or pair 2. If both Bell pairs have an error, Alice and Bob will find the same value. With probability \( (1 - P)^2 \), the error in pair 1 goes undetected due to the error in pair 2.

The probability of successful operation is \( P^2 + (1 - P)^2 \), including the false positive case engendered by two errors, while the probability of operation failure is \( 2P(1 - P) \). The resulting fidelity \( (F_{ap}) \) when operation succeed is

\[
F_{ap} = \frac{p^2}{p^2 + (1 - p)^2}
\]  

with the following final state

\[
\rho_{ap} = F_{ap} |\Phi^+\rangle \langle \Phi^+| + (1 - F_{ap}) |\Psi^+\rangle \langle \Psi^+| \]

To check the quality of resulting fidelity is common to analyze the output fidelity as a function of input fidelity. Van Meter [Van Meter 2014] performed this analysis for basic purification of two identical Bell pairs with bit flip errors only, and perfect purification operations, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. \( F_{ap} > F \) when \( F > 0.5 \) and for input fidelity greater than approximately 0.8, the improvement in fidelity is very good.

Various techniques for managing errors have been developed, some based on classical error correction and erasure correction techniques, others on uniquely quantum approaches [Devitt et al. 2013] [Terhal 2015]. Purification, in which two or more multiqubit states are manipulated to form one higher-fidelity state, uses few quantum memory resources and simple quantum operations, but operates only on well-understood states such as Bell states rather than arbitrary application data.

### 2.3.4. Quantum repeaters

A fundamental component of a quantum network is the quantum repeater. It allows the transportation of qubits over long distances, which is hindered by signal loss and decoherence inherent to most transport mediums such as optical fiber. Since absorption losses and depolarization error scale exponentially as distance increases, one cannot hope to cover any long distance between A and B in one leap [Pirandola et al. 2017a]. Repeaters appear...
in-between end nodes. Loss in telecommunications fiber is typically around 0.2 dB/km; high-quality fibers with loss of 0.17dB/km are available, and in laboratories, loss is as low as 0.12 dB/km. At 0.17 dB/km, the attenuation length is about 25 km. This value is commonly used in quantum repeater simulations, although NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone) accomplished the remarkable feat of distributing time-bin entangled photons through 300 km of fiber [Inagaki et al. 2013].

In classical communication, amplifiers can be used to boost the signal during transmission, but in a quantum network amplifiers cannot be used since qubits cannot be copied - known as the no-cloning theorem. By necessity, a quantum repeater works in a fundamentally different way than a classical repeater. Quantum repeaters allow entanglement and can be established at distant nodes without physically sending an entangled qubit the entire distance [Bouwmeester et al. 1997]. A quantum repeater protocol executes three operations to create the long-range Bell state that can be used for quantum communication tasks such as QKD or teleportation. These operations are:

- Entanglement distribution: the process for creating entangled links between network nodes, as presented in Section 2.3.1.

- Entanglement purification: the process where we create a more highly entangled state from a number of lower quality ones, as described in Section 2.3.3.

- Entanglement swapping: the process in which a Bell-state measurement is performed within a node on two qubits which are halves of separate Bell states, as illustrated in Section 2.3.2. The Bell measurement allows us to generate a longer entangled link connecting adjacent repeater nodes.

The first operation is needed only between shorter-range adjacent nodes and thus
the success probability for generating the entangled link depends on the distance of the adjacent nodes, rather than the total communication distance. The second operation has the objective to not permit information present in the state has been lost. The third operation is the mechanism to extend the range of the entanglement.

While the quantum repeater protocol for generating long-range entanglement may seem quite straightforward in nature, its behavior is quite complex due to the various probabilistic elements inherent in the scheme [Sangouard et al. 2009]. Different generations of quantum repeaters have already been developed [Inagaki et al. 2013] [Munro et al. 2015] and progress has been significant in recent years both from an engineering perspective but also with new approaches [Kuzmin et al. 2019]. As the performance of these systems continues to improve they will also be able to take advantage of the developments in QKD, and secure quantum communication in general, in terms of their integration in standard fiber-optic networks.

Early architectures of repeaters, in essence, used teleportation to extend entanglement, and purification to detect errors introduced in the process [Munro et al. 2013]. The process of entanglement swapping uses teleportation to splice two Bell pairs spanning adjacent short distances into one pair over the corresponding longer distance, as presented in Figure 2.8. Entanglement swapping is independent of the distances between A and B, and between B and C. Only local quantum operations are required, supported by classical communication. Purification is used to compensate for the errors introduced, as described in Section 2.3.3. Local quantum operations are performed at both nodes on two Bell pairs, then one of the Bell pairs is measured. The measurement results are exchanged and compared. If they agree, the pair’s fidelity has improved, and it is kept for reuse. If the measurement results disagree, the pair is discarded.

From these concepts to execute a distributed algorithm that creates entangled quantum states between nodes that are far apart, different researchers [Jiang et al. 2009] [METER et al. 2011] presented simple protocol stacks for networks of quantum repeaters that considers all the necessary classical messages and which can be easily adapted for different approaches, as illustrated in Figure 2.11.

The physical entanglement layer represents the physical interaction that creates Bell pairs between two different stations. Many technologies for this layer are under development [Munro et al. 2013]. The second layer, Entanglement Control, is responsible for managing the single-hop physical entanglement process, selecting qubits to attempt entanglement at each end of the link, and utilizing classical messages to report the results. The third layer of the protocol, Error Management, is responsible for choosing two Bell pairs, and electing one pair to have its fidelity boosted and the other to be sacrificed, assuring that both stations make the same decisions. The fourth layer, Quantum State Propagation, is responsible for administering the Bell pairs, especially for networks with shared resources. Important decisions, such as whether to purify or swap first or when to swap, need to be carefully taken. The Application layer will determine if end-to-end entanglement is required, or if our quantum states can be measured on a pay-as-you-go basis. Currently, the most important existing application is QKD (Quantum Key Distribution). However, the application may be a sensor network, or a numeric computation or decision algorithm based on shared state, as we will see in Section 2.3.5.
It is important to mention that QKD applications can be performed not only creating an end-to-end quantum channel but also using trusted repeaters. Consider two end nodes Alice(A) and Bob(B), and a trusted repeater R in the middle. A and R now perform quantum key distribution to generate a key $K_{AR}$. Similarly, R and B run quantum key distribution to generate a key $K_{RB}$. A and B can now obtain a key $K_{AB}$ between themselves as follows: A sends $K_{AB}$ to R encrypted with the key $K_{AR}$. R decrypts to obtain $K_{AB}$. R then re-encrypts $K_{AB}$ using the $K_{RB}$ and sends it to B. B decrypts to obtain $K_{AB}$. A and B now share the key $K_{AB}$. The key is secure from an outside eavesdropper, but clearly the repeater R also knows $K_{AB}$. This means that any subsequent communication between A and B does not provide end to end security, but is only secure as long as A and B trust the repeater R.

A true quantum repeater allows the end to end generation of quantum entanglement, and thus - by using quantum teleportation - the end to end transmission of qubits. In quantum key distribution protocols, one can test for such entanglement. This means that when making encryption keys, the sender and receiver are secure even if they do not trust the quantum repeater. Any other application of a quantum Internet also requires the end to end transmission of qubits, and thus a quantum repeater.

To make maximum use of communication infrastructure, we also require optical switches capable of delivering qubits to the intended quantum processor. These switches need to preserve quantum coherence, which make them more challenging to realize than standard optical switches. Current commercial switches have various problems that make them unsuitable for rerouting entangled photons. Those that are made of micro-electromechanical components keep entangled states intact but operate too slowly. Other optoelectronic switches either add too much noise so that single photons are difficult to detect, or they completely destroy the quantum information. The utilization of a quantum switch provides significant advantages for a number of problems, ranging from...
quantum computation and quantum information processing, through non-local games to quantum communication [Caleffi 2020].

### 2.3.5. Quantum Key Distribution

In literature, there are several types of quantum applications. They are often classified into two categories, distributed agreement protocols, and distributed computation, although the underlying theory is essentially the same [Van Meter 2014]. However, in this section, our focus will be on Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), the most practical, commercially attractive use of quantum networks in the near term. We will present how the protocol works and the network requirements to support application.

The main objective in QKD is the use of quantum mechanics to detect the presence or absence of an eavesdropper. QKD systems generate shared, secret random numbers between two distant parties. Shared random numbers, if provably secret, can be used as cryptographic keys, allowing secure communication across physically insecure networks such as the Internet. An important and unique property of QKD is the ability of the two communicating users to detect the presence of any third party trying to gain knowledge of the key. This results from a fundamental property of quantum mechanics: the process of measuring a quantum system, in general, disturbs the system. A third party trying to eavesdrop on the key must in some way measure it, thus introducing detectable anomalies. By using quantum superpositions or quantum entanglement and transmitting information in quantum states, a communication system can be implemented that detects eavesdropping. If the level of eavesdropping lies below a certain threshold, a key can be produced that is guaranteed to be secure (i.e., the eavesdropper has no information about it), otherwise no secure key is possible and key generation is aborted.

Artur Ekert proposed, in 1991, a QKD protocol currently called E91 [Ekert 1991a], using entangled pairs of photons. The entangled states are perfectly correlated in the sense that if Alice and Bob both measure whether their particles have vertical or horizontal polarizations, they always get the same answer with 100% probability. The same is true if they both measure any other pair of complementary (orthogonal) polarizations. This necessitates that the two distant parties have exact directionality synchronization. However, the particular results are completely random; it is impossible for Alice to predict if she (and thus Bob) will get vertical polarization or horizontal polarization. Any attempt at eavesdropping by Eve destroys these correlations in a way that Alice and Bob can detect. The correct operation of E91 does require a functioning quantum network capable of generating the required Bell pairs. The fidelity is also important, because, with low fidelity, the eavesdropper detection becomes more difficult and consumes a larger fraction of the end-to-end Bell pairs.

QKD can be incorporated into a production classical network in different ways [Pirker and Dur 2019]. A simple arrangement is to securely connect two networks in two far locations, that can belong to the same organization or not. One approach is to use a virtual private network (VPN) to connect the two locations [Van Meter 2014]. Implementations of QKD are well beyond the experimental phase [Dodson et al. 2009]. A few commercial products are available, and metropolitan-area testbed networks exist in Boston, Vienna, Geneva, Barcelona, Durban, Tokyo, several sites in China and elsewhere.
throughout the world. In fact, the BB84 [Bennett and Brassard 1984] technique deployed in most links in these networks does not use entangled quantum states, although another approach, developed by Artur Ekert, does [Ekert 1991b]. QKD has also been integrated into custom encryption suites and the Internet standard IPsec suite and has been proposed for use with the TLS protocol commonly used on the World Wide Web [Mink et al. 2010].

QKD can also be viewed as a form of sensor network: the goal of the underlying quantum operation is the same, physical detection of eavesdropping on the quantum channel [Van Meter 2014]. Distributed entanglement is an extremely sensitive physical state, and can be used as a physical probe for other applications, like improving the resolution of optical telescopes using interferometry [Gottesman et al. 2012] and comparing the relative time of two clocks separated by a distance [Kómár et al. 2014]. Both of these applications are far from practical given both the current state of the technology and the very demanding nature of the existing proposals, but they serve as important signposts on the road to the merger of quantum information and real-world sensors and actuators.

2.3.6. Quantum networks and Quantum Internet

We presented in the previous sections that quantum networks form an important element of quantum computing and quantum communication systems. Quantum networks facilitate the transmission of information in the form of qubits between physically separated end nodes. Quantum networks, like classical networks, will involve nodes and links and a layered communication architecture with individual protocol modules communicating vertically up and down a protocol stack and horizontally with peers. There are, however, fundamental differences that make the merger of classical and quantum networking concepts less than straightforward [Di Franco and Ballester 2012].

In principle, we can consider two main approaches to construct quantum networks [Dahlberg et al. 2019]. On the first alternative, quantum networks could simply forward quantum information directly, which however needs to be protected against noise and decoherence using quantum error correcting codes, and repeatedly refreshed at intermediate stations where error correction is performed. On the second one, quantum networks may use entanglement, a property, as presented in Section 2.2.3, that is only accessible in quantum physics. Constructing quantum networks by using entanglement has one significant advantage compared to the first approach: the entanglement topology of a network, which determines in that case also the boundaries and ultimately the structure of a network, is completely independent of the underlying physical channel configuration.

As shown in Section 2.3.4, a crucial element to establishing long-distance entanglement are quantum repeaters, and multiple proposals for repeater-based networks have been put forward [METER et al. 2011] [Rubino et al. 2017]. Although most schemes are based on bipartite entanglement, where Bell pairs are generated between nodes of the network, future quantum networks shall not be limited to the generation of Bell-pairs only, because many interesting applications require multipartite entangled quantum states [Pirker and Dur 2019].

The basic structure of a quantum network and more generally a quantum Internet is analogous to a classical network [Caleffi and Bianchi 2018]. Besides quantum repeaters, we have end nodes, quantum channels, and quantum switches. Applications run
in end nodes. These end nodes can be quantum processors containing at least one qubit. Most applications of a quantum Internet require only very modest quantum processors. For most quantum Internet protocols, such as QKD, it is sufficient if these processors are capable of preparing and measuring only a single qubit at a time. On the other hand, some applications of a quantum Internet require quantum processors of several qubits as well as a quantum memory at the end nodes. Quantum network nodes can exchange classical control information over standard classical communication channels. This may be by means of a direct physical connection or via, for example, the Internet.

Layering is a natural means of dividing functionality, and the associated modularity allows us to replace individual functions more or less independently. In this context, it is essential to develop methods that allow quantum protocols to connect to the underlying hardware implementation transparently and to make fast and reactive decisions for generating entanglement in the network in order to mitigate limited qubit lifetimes. However, only preliminary functional allocation of a quantum network stack has been proposed, and just first versions of physical and link layer protocols have been developed [Dahlberg et al. 2019] [Pirker and Dur 2019] [Van Meter 2014].

Stephanie Wehner et. al [S. Wehner and Hanson 2018] propose stages of development toward a full-blown quantum Internet. They suggested stages that are functionality driven: Central to their definition is not the difficulty of experimentally achieving them but rather the essential question of what level of complexity is needed to actually enable useful applications. Each stage is interesting in its own right and distinguished by a specific quantum functionality that is sufficient to support a certain class of protocols, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12. Stages of Quantum Internet according Stephanie Wehner et al. [S. Wehner and Hanson 2018].](image-url)
Each stage is characterized by an increase in functionality at the expense of greater technological difficulty. A specific implementation of a quantum Internet may, like for a classical network, be optimized for distance, functionality, or both. The objective of a network is to provide any end nodes (connected to the network) with the means to exchange data, making three end nodes the smallest instance of a true network.

We will briefly describe only the first two stages because they are ones that have been realized in practice in some way. A trusted repeater network, first stage, has at least two end nodes and a sequence of short distance links that connect nearby intermediary repeater nodes. Each pair of adjacent nodes uses QKD to exchange encryption keys. The main characteristic of trusted repeater networks is that they do not allow the end-to-end transmission of qubits. Currently, outside the laboratory, only trusted repeater networks have been realized in metropolitan areas [Wang et al. 2014b].

The second stage, prepare and measure networks, enables end-to-end QKD without the need to trust intermediary repeater nodes and already allows other protocols. It allows any node to prepare a one-qubit state and transmit the resulting state to any other node, which then measures it. This stage is the first to offer end-to-end quantum functionality and demands the use of quantum repeaters to bridge long distances via intermediate qubit storage or error correction, as well as routers to forward the quantum state to the desired node. Several recent experiments have demonstrated elements belonging to this stage [Pirker and Dur 2019].

In 2011, Van Meter et. al [METER et al. 2011] introduced the concept of a Quantum Recursive Network Architecture (QRNA), developed from the emerging classical concept of recursive networks, extending recursive mechanisms from a focus on data forwarding to a more general distributed computing request framework. Recursion abstracts independent transit networks, as single relay nodes, unifies software layering and virtualizes the addresses of resources to improve information hiding and resource management. The architecture is useful for building arbitrary distributed states, including fundamental distributed states such as Bell pairs and GHZ, W and cluster states.

Routing is another interesting aspect of quantum networks [Pant et al. 2019a]. Routing messages to the right destination in a network has seen enormous attention in the classical literature, and the term routing is also used for a number of different concepts in quantum networks. It is highly likely that concepts from both domains will form an important ingredient in designing quantum networks [Chakraborthy et al. 2019].

Applying the appropriate simplifications, routing in a quantum network can be understood as routing on virtual quantum links (VQLs). However, such VQLs are rather unusual from a classical perspective in that they can be used only once, and require one qubit of quantum memory at each endpoint to be maintained [Pant et al. 2019b]. While the requirements of a VQL for one qubit of memory at each node appears benign from a classical perspective, it is rather significant in a quantum network. First of all, due to current technological limitations, each network node can store only very few qubits. What’s more, such quantum storage is typically rather noisy, meaning that each qubit has a limited lifetime. The latter can, in theory, be overcome by performing error-correction at each network node at the expense of using additional qubits. In resume, the VQLs can be assigned deliberately and dynamically, carry a certain cost, can only be used once, and
which may expire after a given time.

As a result, communication in a quantum network can, in principle, be understood entirely as transformations performed on the graph of VQLs: Given existing VQLs, to send a qubit from two nodes A and B we consume VQLs to create a new entangled link - a new VQL - directly between A and B, followed by teleportation of the qubit over said VQL [Schoute et al. 2016].

2.4. Current Scenario and Research Challenges

The Quantum Internet is envisioned as the final stage of the quantum revolution, opening fundamentally new communications and computing capabilities, including distributed quantum computing. This section presents the current status of the quantum Internet, along with challenges, and research opportunities in this emerging area. The focus is on laying the groundwork to adapt Internet design principles to the development of quantum networks. We discuss the key research challenges and open problems related to the design of a quantum network, which harnesses quantum phenomena, such as entanglement and superposition, to share quantum states among remote quantum devices.

2.4.1. Current scenario

The quantum Internet describes a collection of distributed quantum nodes, separated by a range of distances over which one desires to perform some quantum communication protocol that can support, for example, distributed quantum computation or distributed sensing [Pirandola and Braunstein 2016]. There are currently numerous quantum communication and cryptographic protocols identified, including security distribution for encryption [Mink et al. 2010, Kumar et al. 2019], quantum-certified random number generation in the form of random number beacons and personal devices, secret-sharing [Hillery et al. 1999, Williams et al. 2019], quantum fingerprinting [Guan et al. 2016] and other multi-party computation protocols, such as secure quantum voting, byzantine agreements, and multi-party private auctions [Broadbent and Schaffner 2015].

As we mentioned in Section 2.3.6, the current experimental status of long-distance quantum networks is at the lowest stage with several commercial systems for QKD on the market. The first extended trusted repeater networks have already been implemented over metropolitan distances [Wang et al. 2014a], and a long-distance implementation has recently been completed [Kumar et al. 2019]. The hardware required for the lowest stage has been described in detail in [Diamanti et al. 2016]. Realizing the next stages with end-to-end quantum functionality over long distances demands, basically, the use of quantum repeaters to bridge long distances via intermediate qubit storage or error correction, as well as routers to forward the quantum state to the desired node. Several recent experiments have demonstrated elements belonging to this and higher stages at short distances, suggesting that higher-functionality networks are within reach [Cacciapuoti et al. 2020]. To put these advances into the right perspective, we briefly summarize the main requirements for the essential quantum Internet hardware.

Quantum links between the repeater stations and the end nodes are established via photonic channels. Two types of photonic channels can be considered: free-space channels, potentially via satellites [Yin et al. 2017], and fiber-based channels. Each has its
own advantages and disadvantages, and a future quantum Internet may use a combination of them, similar to the current classical Internet. Hybrid architectures will probably be used for connections faring both the use of cryo-cables (expensive and necessarily limited in length) and of optical fibers or free space photonic links. We require these channels to exhibit minimal photon loss and decoherence.

The end nodes need to meet the following requirements for the quantum Internet to reach its full potential:

- Robust storage of quantum states during the time needed to establish entanglement between end nodes. This robustness must persist under quantum operations performed on the end node.

- High-fidelity processing of quantum information within the node. For more advanced tasks, multiple qubits will be required, making the end nodes similar to small-scale quantum computers.

- Compatibility with photonic communication hardware: efficient interface to light at the relevant wavelength.

Several experimental platforms are currently being pursued for the end nodes. Each of these combines well-controlled matter-based qubits with a quantum optical interface via internal electronic transitions.

For quantum repeaters, the requirements are less strict than for the end nodes. Depending on the architecture of the repeaters, the storage of quantum states may only be required for the time needed to establish entanglement between the nearest active nodes, substantially different from the storage time required for the end nodes. Also, the qubit processing capabilities required are limited, and therefore systems different from the end nodes can be considered.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, the quantum switch is another essential component for a quantum Internet. Multiple physical implementations of the quantum switch have been proposed and experimentally realized with photons, with the control qubit represented by polarization or orbital angular momentum degrees of freedoms. Preliminary results of the quantum switches to face with the noise degradation introduced by the entanglement distribution are very good. However, a substantial amount of conceptual and experimental work has to be developed in order to tackle the challenges and open problems associated with the utilization of the quantum switch in the Quantum Internet [Rubino et al. 2017] [Awschalom et al. 2019].

At the present time, however, quantum networking in the real world consists of three research programs and commercialization efforts: the first one is Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) that adds unbreakable coding of key distribution to public-key encryption, as we presented in Section 2.3.5.

The second one is cloud/network access to quantum computers. It is core to the business strategies of leading quantum computer companies. Cloud-based quantum computing is the invocation of quantum emulators, simulators or processors through the cloud. Increasingly, cloud services are being looked on as a method for providing access to
quantum processing. IBM already had connected a small quantum computer to the cloud and it allows users to execute simple programs on the cloud [IBM 2020]. Many people from academic researchers and professors to schoolkids have built programs that run many different quantum algorithms using the program tools. Some consumers hope to use fast computing to model financial markets or to build more advanced AI systems [Chen et al. 2018].

The last one is quantum sensor networks, which could exploit the correlations across an array of sensors, linking them to each other with quantum mechanical means [Degen et al. 2017]. Quantum sensors exploit superposition, entanglement, squeezing, and backaction evasion to make measurements with a precision better than the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL), with the ultimate goal of reaching the Heisenberg Limit. Sensor networks improve the sensitivity and scalability of the resulting entangled system simultaneously allowing it to benefit from the long-distance baseline between the sensors. Some promising options are quantum networks of atomic clocks, phase-sensitive quantum networks, quantum networks of magnetometers [Proctor et al. 2017].

For the past 15 years, major service providers and research institutions worldwide have run quantum network trials. We are now entering a period in which permanent quantum networks are being built. These are designed initially to support quantum encryption services, but will soon also provide the infrastructure for quantum computing. As quantum networks are deployed, they will eventually create opportunities at the service level, but more immediately at the components and modules level. This is because quantum networks will require a slew of new optical networking technologies to make them function effectively. The market for quantum networking is projected to reach $5.5 billion by 2025, according to a new report from Inside Quantum Technology (IQT) [IQT 2020].

2.4.2. Research opportunities

In this subsection, we discuss the key research challenges and open problems related to the design of a quantum network, which harnesses quantum phenomena with no-counterpart in the classical reality, such as entanglement and teleportation, to share quantum states among remote quantum devices.

Exploring how to build the quantum Internet, a vast network of quantum computers and other quantum devices, will catalyze new technologies that accelerate today’s Internet, improve the security of our communications, and allow dramatic advances in computing [Caleffi 2020]. The difficulty of every item in the design of a network grows as the scale of the network increases. This is true for both, classical and quantum networks. The main challenges in scaling networks to Internet-scale and beyond are: heterogeneity, especially of deployed technologies and local conditions; sheer scale, affecting routing and naming in particular; dealing with out of date information about current network conditions (e.g. routing or congestion) and the success or failure of requested operations; meeting the needs of participating organizations, such as privacy, desired traffic transit policies and autonomous management; and dealing with misbehaving nodes on the network, whether the misbehavior is deliberate or accidental [Cacciapuoti et al. 2020].

As we presented in Section 2.2.2 qubits are very fragile: any interaction of a qubit with the environment causes decoherence, i.e., a loss of information from the qubit to
the environment as time passes, and isolation is hard to achieve in practice given the current state-of-the-art of quantum technologies. Furthermore, perfect isolation is not desirable, since computation and communication require interaction with the qubits, e.g., for reading/writing operations. Although a gradual decrease of the decoherence times is expected with the progress of the quantum technologies, the design of a quantum network must carefully account for the constraints imposed by quantum decoherence.

Decoherence is not the only source of errors. Errors practically arise with any operation on a quantum state due to imperfections and random fluctuations. Here, a fundamental figure of merit is the quantum fidelity, presented in Section 2.2.6. From a communication engineering perspective, the joint modeling of errors induced by the quantum operations, together with those induced by entanglement generation/distribution, is still an open problem.

Furthermore, the no-cloning theorem prevents the adoption in quantum networks of classical error recovery techniques, depending on information cloning, to preserve quantum information against decoherence and imperfect operations. Recently, many quantum error correction techniques have been proposed as in [Chandra et al. 2018]. However, further research is needed. In fact, quantum error correction techniques must handle not only bit-flip errors, but also phase-flip errors, as well as simultaneous bit- and phase-flip errors. This differs from classical networks that only have to consider the bit-flip error.

One fundamental difference with respect to classical networks, where broadcast is widely exploited for implementing several link layer and network layer functionalities, such as medium access control and route discovery is the impossibility of transmitting quantum information to more than a single destination due to no-broadcasting theorem [Barnum et al. 2007], a corollary of the no-cloning theorem. As a consequence, the link layer must be carefully re-thought and re-designed, and effective multiplexing techniques for quantum networks should be designed to allow multiple quantum devices to be connected to a single quantum channel (e.g. a fiber). Access to the medium could be based for example on photon-frequency-division for the entanglement distribution.

Entanglement distribution determines the connectivity of a quantum network in term of capability to perform teleporting among quantum devices. Hence, novel quantum routing metrics are needed to ensure effective entanglement-aware path selection. Furthermore, the teleportation process destroys entanglement as a consequence of the BSM at the source. Hence, if additional qubits need to be teleported, new entangled pairs need to be created and distributed between the source and the destination. This constraint has no-counterpart in classical networks and it must be carefully accounted for in an effective design of the network layer [Pant et al. 2019b, Kumar et al. 2019].

In relation to the deployment of a quantum Internet, there are several challenges for the near future. At first, quantum computers will be available in few, highly specialized, data centers capable of providing the challenging equipment needed for quantum computers. Companies and users will be able to access quantum computing power as a service via cloud. In this regard, the quantum cloud market is estimated nearly half of the whole 10 billion dollar quantum computing market by 2024 [Market 2018]. IBM already allows researchers to design and execute quantum algorithms through classical
cloud access to isolated 5-, 16- and 20-qubits quantum devices.

To extend the range of fiber-based entanglement distribution beyond a few hundred kilometers, quantum repeaters are required. One important benchmark for quantum repeaters is the repeater-less bound, which imposes the fundamental limit of the direct quantum communication protocols. Recently, there have been significant advances in experimentally demonstrating key elements of a quantum repeaters in an integrated system. An important recent highlight is the experimental demonstration of memory-enhanced quantum communication surpassing repeater-less bound in a proof-of-concept laboratory setting [Bhaskar et al. 2020] [Pirandola et al. 2017b]. This paves the way towards the demonstration of a full quantum repeater, which in turn will enable scalable large-scale quantum networks.

An important challenge in extending the point-to-point entangled links into true networks is the problem of efficient storage of quantum states [Hucul et al. 2014]. Ideally, it is necessary to have a quantum memory that is capable of storing and releasing quantum states on the level of individual qubits and on-demand. Storage and on-demand retrieval have already been achieved [Delteil et al. 2017], although efficiencies are still to be improved.

Another challenge is that most of the above systems do not intrinsically couple to light in the telecom band. To fulfill the compatibility requirement with photonic communication hardware, wavelength conversion at the single-photon level can be used [Zaske et al. 2012]. While existing quantum interfaces between modules have seen dramatic improvements, most systems still have not reached the regime where connection between the modules can be utilized for reliable transfer of qubits within the timescale required for distributed quantum computation. The first realizations of a Quantum Internet probably will be small clusters of quantum processors within a data center. Architectures will have to take into account the high cost of data buses (economically and in terms of quantum fidelity) limiting both the size of the clusters and the use of connections for processing.

Seamless integration of the communication interfaces with the computational functions of the modules can also introduce some challenges. For example, in heralded entanglement generation protocols, the qubit-photon entanglement generation protocols can lead to decoherence of nearby qubits storing information. For these systems, novel integration approaches must be developed so that communication and local data processing can co-exist. For solid-state qubits (such as superconducting qubits) that use photons in the microwave range of the electromagnetic spectrum, communication over room-temperature channels becomes impractical. Given the fragile nature of quantum entanglement and the challenges posed by the sharing of quantum resources, a substantial amount of research is needed in the development both of novel networking protocols and of quantum and classical algorithms [Kuzmin et al. 2019].

The ability to control, optimize, and recover from failures are critical in the design and operation of large-scale networks [Awschalom et al. 2019]. Achieving these capabilities is a challenge that typically requires networks to carry network management and control information in addition to user data. There are two distinct methods to implement this: in-band control, if control and management information is carried on the same chan-
Clearly, quantum networks need out-of-band control and signaling, since any attempt to read and process control information carried in the quantum channel will destroy its content.

Modeling and performance analysis are important, both in the design phase to evaluate and compare the merits of a variety of quantum network protocols and architectures, as well as for real-time performance analysis and troubleshooting after the network is built [Vardoyan et al. 2019b, Vardoyan et al. 2019a]. Simulations will be needed to study network properties including quantum state and entanglement throughput, latency, scalability, reliability, and availability. One interesting alternative is NetSquid [Elkouss et al. 2020], capable of simulating the decay of quantum information over time together with noisy operations and stochastic feedback loops. Since generic quantum systems consisting of even hundreds of qubits cannot be fully simulated on classical computers, ways to effectively employ reduced models are required. Some methods already exist that will clearly be useful, such as Monte Carlo simulations of systems whose operations only include Clifford gates. Some questions, for example, the extent to which various protocols are able to avoid bottlenecks, will be able to be addressed by purely classical simulations, using methods similar to those already developed by the classical networking community. Other questions, pertaining to the physical layer, will require simulation of the dynamics of optical channels and their interaction with the systems that comprise sending and receiving circuits. Such simulations will likely require the use of much more sophisticated methods such as matrix-product-state methods or tensor-network methods.

Quantum networks are complex, challenging engineered systems that require sophisticated solutions for their operations and control, with many of those solutions yet to be developed [Caleffi 2020]. Indeed, many of the control plane technologies in use in modern classical networks are not suitable for the quantum data plane that cannot be subjected to O-E-O conversion, as discussed above. Quantum network management and operation will be particularly challenging due to the quantum nature embedded in the control plane and/or the data plane. The task is further complicated by the need for quantum networks to co-exist with conventional networks. In addition, monitoring of quantum networks requires measurements of complex conventional and quantum signals, along with inferences and analytics to distill knowledge and make control decisions [Ndousse-Fetter et al. 2019].

There are unique and extremely important security questions involved in the reliable, trustworthy operation and control of quantum resources to support quantum computation and quantum sensing efforts [Cacciaquolto et al. 2020]. Within the framework of coexistence infrastructures, security vulnerabilities of conventional networks carry over, and those of (newer) quantum components need to be explored and addressed. Furthermore, novel crossover vulnerabilities may potentially exist, wherein one modality may be exploited to compromise the other. Indeed, these aspects must be addressed from the start as an integral part of the design and analysis of quantum networks.

Another interesting research opportunity is the use of software defined network (SDN) technologies [McKeown 2009] [Aguado et al. 2019]. In particular, the success of QKD networks radically depends on the degree to which they can be adopted in the existing infrastructure. The integration of SDN, through the development of standard pro-
tocols and interfaces, has allowed new services and systems to be seamlessly integrated in telecommunications networks. The flexibility brought by SDN reduces drastically the effort of integrating new devices and technologies in the network and allows address the design of versatile quantum networks through the development of programmable quantum switches [Humble et al. 2018].

Finally, quantum teleportation requires the integration of classical and quantum communication resources. Classical communication resources will be likely provided by integrating classical networks such as the current Internet with the Quantum Internet. However, Currently, there is no notion of a "Quantum Packet," - a photonic quantum state along with appropriate headers that function as a single data unit that traverses the quantum network. As no such network stack presently exists for a quantum Internet, this represents a completely unexplored open problem, and its solution requires a multidisciplinary effort, spanning the breath from communications theory and engineering communities to the networking engineering one [S. Wehner and Hanson 2018].

2.5. Concluding Remarks

The potential to completely change markets and industries - such as commerce, intelligence, military affairs [Cacciapuoti et al. 2020], tackling classes of problems that choke conventional machines, such as molecular and chemical reaction simulations, optimization in manufacturing and supply chains, financial modeling, machine learning, and enhanced security, has led tech giants, like IBM, Google, Intel, Alibaba, and others to a race for building quantum computers. The Quantum Internet has been proposed as the key strategy to significantly scale up the number of qubits for long-distance communication of quantum and classical information. However, quantum computing and networking technologies are still at an early stage of research and development (R&D). This section presents the general conclusions on the topic addressed in the text, as well as a summary of the main contributions of the chapter.

Quantum communication networks are a nascent technology. As a society, we have come to expect more out of computing, especially networking, and cannot imagine a day without it. We want networks that are compatible with our computing needs, faster, secure, and accessible anywhere and anytime. The emergence of a quantum-computing paradigm that is radically different and incompatible with the current model of communications presents a unique challenge. Quantum networks have a solid and well-documented quantum-mechanical theoretical foundation but not much is known about translating it into practical implementation for most of the science applications that we presented in this chapter.

As we presented in Section 2.3, from a communication engineering perspective, the design of the Quantum Internet is not an easy task at all. In fact, it is governed by the laws of quantum mechanics, thus phenomena with no counterpart in classical networks - such as no-cloning, quantum measurement, entanglement and teleporting - would impose terrific constraints on the network design. For instance, classical network functionalities, such as error-control mechanisms (e.g., ARQ) or overhead-control strategies (e.g., caching), are based on the assumption that classical information can be safely read and copied. But this assumption does not hold in a quantum network. As a consequence, the
The design of a quantum network requires a major paradigm shift to harness the key peculiarities of quantum information transmission, i.e., entanglement and teleportation.

As the size of quantum systems grows, in terms of number of qubits in the case of quantum computers, or physical size/spatial separation in the case of quantum networks, so do the challenges related to connecting different parts of the system while maintaining quantum entanglement across it. For example, long-range communication networks rely on establishing, distributing and maintaining entanglement across thousands of kilometers. This is challenging due to unavoidable signal losses in the communication channels. As we mentioned in Section 2.3.4, depending on the tools used for suppressing the imperfections, the quantum information community has identified the following three generations of quantum repeaters: The first generation uses heralded entanglement generation and heralded entanglement purification, which can tolerate more errors but requires two-way classical signaling over the entire chain of quantum repeaters; such signaling then implies that the requisite quantum memory lifetimes/coherence times must be substantially longer than the round-trip communication times. The second generation introduces quantum encoding and classical error correction to replace the entanglement purification with classical error correction, handling all operational errors, which is more demanding in physical resources but requires only two-way classical signaling between neighboring repeater stations, and consequently further improves the quantum communication rate. The third generation of quantum repeaters would use quantum encoding to deterministically correct both photon losses and operation errors. By entirely eliminating two-way classical signaling, the third generation of QRs would promise extremely high entanglement distribution rates that can be close to classical communication rates, limited only by the speed of local operations, in turn, limited by, e.g., photon source rates, detector saturation rates, and timing jitter, etc.

Another key aspect of a fully functioning quantum Internet is the potential for unconditional information security - a feature of using quantum information that is not possible with classical information processing. A further benefit of using quantum secured information will be that the lifetime of the security is "infinite"; it will be secure against any advances in computation capability that may occur in the future. There have been many cryptographic tasks in which quantum-secured versions have been conceived. For all of these tasks, quantum interconnects are required because of the need to preserve entangled quantum states.

As we mentioned in this chapter, to realize fully the potential of a quantum internet, significant convergent work is still needed to improve the physical hardware. Theoretical work is also required to develop efficient information processing techniques to preserve quantum information and determine the most robust and secure network connectivity. The development of quantum-secured devices and protocols could transform the cryptographic landscape.

Quantum networks, like many other innovations, which originate from basic research in academia and national labs, face technology transfer challenges despite their overwhelming potential to increase the nation’s capabilities and benefit its society. Even though HPC and high-performance optical networks have been developed in concert to improve computing capability, major information technology providers investing in quan-
quantum computing, such as Google, IBM, and Microsoft, and others in the telecommunications sector still view quantum networks as a high-risk effort. This means that the government must play an active role in prioritizing and matching investments from the private sector. As a neutral actor, the government could also facilitate the development of standards that will be critical in building inter-operable subsystems critical for quantum telecommunications.

Attentive to this issue, the main countries in the world have been defining as strategic vision focuses on R&D efforts to advance the development of foundations for the quantum Internet [U. S. Quantum 2020, Canada 2020, European Alliance 2020]. USA’s strategy, for example, was developed through the National Quantum Initiative Act (NQIA), the National Quantum Coordination Office (NQCO) and the National Science and Technology Council’s Subcommittee on Quantum Information Science (SCQIS) and reflects deep community input from SCQIS request for information responses of 2018-2019 and from recent workshops hosted by Federal agencies [Awschalom et al. 2019]. Quantum Internet Alliance aims to develop a Blueprint for a pan-European entanglement-based Quantum Internet, by developing, integrating and demonstrating all the functional hardware and software subsystems. China already has completed its own quantum key network using satellite communication. The first one, known as Micius, in English, was launched in 2016 [Liao et al. 2018].

Lastly, quantum networking is a nascent interdisciplinary field in quantum information processing. It is drawing interest from disparate fields such as quantum physics, telecommunications engineering, optical communications, computer science, cybersecurity, and domain science that have not traditionally worked together. Such collaboration is needed to solve a problem as complex as developing a general-purpose quantum network. However, these communities do not currently have a shared vocabulary or world-view, and many do not understand the specifics clients’ requirements for interconnecting quantum computers and/or quantum sensors. Therefore, this effort will require a relatively long period of collaboration between researchers from these various communities, so that they can achieve a shared understanding of the problems and of the potential solutions. Once this shared understanding is achieved, it will be possible to perform a more detailed analysis of alternative concepts to determine whiches quantum network architectures will better satisfy the clients’ needs.
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